UDL-IRN Summit – Orlando, FL – March 28, 2019
Tobin, “Making the UDL Case to Campus & School Leaders”
Participant Rating Results
Attendance: 35

Respondents: 25

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.
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5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.














* Use the language the administration are using! [+1
thinking] progress not perfection. Thank you!
+1 thinking is my take-away. Thank you!
Aim for progress and not perfection. Start/involve
IT/media. I was hoping for a little more K-12 admin talk,
but still feel that it can apply.
Appeal to the concerns of those you are addressing. I need
more organization/visuals, so it was challenging for me to
follow. I do appreciate your work! Thanks.
Appropriate, research based and experiences.
Fantastic! Thank you for providing practical strategies for
building consensus among district & school leaders.
Thomas is a very clear, effective presenter.
Good thought ideas to mull over. +1 thinking.
Great info.
Great information to take back and at least start taking
small steps toward implementation.
I appreciated the connection to train IT + medial specialist
staff.
I enjoyed your enthusiasm.
I’m so glad I switched sessions! You are a doer and I
appreciate you! [name and Twitter handle of respondent]
Interactive, engaging. Love all things Tobin. ☺











Like +1 thinking. Like looking at UDL @ different levels.
Thank you for addressing higher ed + K-12. Great
conversation.
My wonderings . . . Take-away – aim for progress not
perfection. One buy-in barrier we receive is “show me the
data & how to measure UDL implementation.” We have
the data—it’s convincing them of one of two things,
either 1) how do we know the data was influenced by
UDL, or 2) how can we be sure the data will be
influenced by UDL? Looking forward to getting more
ideas from you next year! Thank you.
Short bulleted point sum-it-all-up visual can (could) be
helpful for/as takeaway.
Thank you very much! I really liked the different angles
used to talk to administrators. [name of respondent]
Tom is always great—knowledgeable + entertaining. I
learn something new anytime he presents.
Use language admins are using. Aim for progress, not
perfection. Use of MS Translate resource.
Very engaging.
Very engaging. Very useful. Accessible. Enjoyed the
connection made.

